Approval voting (a nonrank scoring rule):
In approval voting, each voter can give 0 or 1 point (approval) to each candidate. Winners have the M highest scores (most approvals).
Voter approves candidate i iff (i's offer) > (average of other candidates' offers).
When candidates use distribution F, average of m offers has cumulative A m , where A 1 (x) = F(x), A m (x) = ∫ 0 mx A m−1 ((mx−z)/(m−1)) dF(z).
When i promises x to a voter, this voter approves i with probability A K−1 (x), and another candidate j is approved by this voter with probability B(x), where B(x) = ∫ 0 ∞ A K−2 ([(K−1)y−x]/[K−2]) dF(y).
The feasible distribution F is an equilibrium iff, ∀G feasible, ∫ 0 ∞ A K−1 (x) dG(x) ≤ ∫ 0 ∞ B(x) dG(x).
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Approval voting equilibria (discrete numerical approximation)
I found equilibria for discrete approximation, with offers being multiples of 0.05. The equilibrium offer distribution must have no atoms in continuous case, but the support seems to have many holes, mass in regions near 0 and in [1, 2] . As K increases, fewer get offers near 0, maximal offer decreases toward 1.
Single-transferable vote (STV)
In STV, each voter rank-orders the K candidates. Candidates are eliminated one at a time in recounts, until M winners remain. At each recount, each voter's ballot gives a point to his highest candidate among those who have not yet been eliminated; and then the lowest scorer is eliminated.
A feasible F is an equilibrium iff there does not exist any feasible G such that ∫ 0 ∞ (F(x)) n−1 dG(x) ≥ 1/n ∀n∈{M+1, ..., K−1, K}, with > for some n.
For any m in {M+1,...,K}, this F can approximate the equilibrium offer distribution for single-positive voting and m candidates, when λ m ≈1 and all other λ n ≈0.
Cox's threshold of diversity A two-position model: Given K win-motivated candidates, each must simultaneously choose among two policy positions: Left and Right. Assume that candidates at the same position are treated symmetrically by voters. Fraction q of voters prefer Left, 1−q prefer Right. Given K, Cox's threshold of diversity Q * is the supremum of q such that there is a symmetric equilibrium in which all K candidates choose Right.
Fact. For any rank-scoring rule (1=s 1 ≥s 2 ≥...
Single-positive voting yields Q * = 1/K, and so small minority positions can win when K is large. (Best-rewarding yields low Q*, diversity, favored minorities.) Single-negative voting yields Q * = (K−1)/K, so a majority can be neglected when K is large! (Ex: K=10 implies Q * =.9; and with q=.81, we get 1−q=.19 > q/9=.09) (Worst-punishing yields high Q * , clustering, making few enemies.)
Fact. Approval voting, Borda and STV yield Q * = 1/2 for any K. (Majoritarian.)
A public-goods model: The winner of the election will get a budget of $1 per voter to distribute as cash or to spend on a public good worth $B to every voter. An equilibrium where the public good is guaranteed exists only if B ≥ 1/Q * . When B < 1/Q * , if all other candidates promised the public good, then a candidate could win by promising $1/Q * to a Q * fraction of the voters. Suppose the number of voters is a Poisson random variable with mean n (take limit as n→∞), and each voter's type is independent according to r(•|ω) given state ω. Given state ω, the number of each permissible vote v cast by voters will be an independent Poisson random variable with mean nτ(v|ω) = n ∑ t r(t|ω)σ(v|t), where σ denotes the voters' type-conditional voting strategy.
Fact. For any candidates i and j with τ i > τ j , the magnitude of the event "
With approval voting, consider symmetric scenarios where c's vote C, a's vote either AB with prob'y δ or A with proby 1!δ, b's vote either AB with prob'y δ or B with proby 1!δ.
Expected vote fractions:
In state α, magnitude of close AC race ( Set of candidates K is partitioned into K 1 ={leftists} and K 2 ={rightists}.
In game Γ n , the number of voters is a Poisson random variable with mean n. Each voter has a type t drawn independently from a probability distribution r that has a continuous positive density on the real line ú. r(S) = Prob(0S) oeSfú. A voter's type t measures his net preference for rightist candidates in K 2 , so t's utility payoff if k wins is u k (t) = t!f(k) if k0K 2 , u k (t) = 0!f(k) if k0K 1 . Suppose oei0{1,2}, there exists a clean candidate k in K i with f(k)=0. (wlog) To complete the game, we must specify an electoral system (ties broken at random).
An equilibrium in game Γ n specifies a (weakly undominated) optimal strategy σ n (t) for each type t, and generates expected fractions τ n (c) for each ballot c that is allowed in this electoral system, and win-probabilities q n (k) for each candidate k. A large equilibrium (σ,τ,q) is a limit of (σ n ,τ n ,q n ) equilibria of Γ n as n64. A pair of candidates {i,j} is distinct iff u i (t)u j (t) for some t in T. {i,j}-race is close when adding 1 vote could change winner from i to j, or j to i. The {i,j}-race is serious in a large equilibrium iff {i,j} is a distinct pair and there is a strictly positive limit(n64) of the conditional probability of a close {i,j}-race given that some pair of distinct candidates are in a close race. A candidate is serious iff he is involved in at least one serious race. A candidate i is strong in a large eqm (σ,τ,q) iff q(k) > 0 (positive win-proby).
Theorem 1 (effectiveness against corruption). In a large equilibrium under approval voting, no corrupt candidates can be strong or serious.
Theorem 2 (majoritarianism). In a large equilibrium under approval voting, with probability 1, the winner will be a candidate who is considered best by at least half of the voters.
Failures of effective majoritarianism for other electoral systems (A):
In 3-candidate elections, consider rank-scoring rules where ballots are permutations of (1,A,0), for some A such that 0 # A # 1. Suppose K 1 ={1}, K 2 ={2,3}, 1 and 2 are clean, 3 is corrupt.
If A<1/2 then there is an equilibrium where {1,3} is the only serious race. In this eqm, everybody votes (1,A,0) or (0,A,1), so winner will be either 1 or 3.
If A$1/2 then 3 must be serious in all equilibria. Otherwise, if 3 were not serious, then everybody would vote (1,0,A) or (0,1,A), but then 3 would always be in first place when 1 and 2 tie! Failures of effective majoritarianism for other electoral systems (A,B): Now consider scoring rules where ballots are permutations of (1,A,0) and (1,B,0), where 0 # A # B # 1. Approval voting is (A,B)=(0,1), plurality voting is (0,0), Borda voting is (1/2,1/2), negative voting is (1,1). Suppose now K 1 ={1}, K 2 ={2,3}, all three candidates are clean. In a symmetric eqm, leftists randomize equally among (1,A,0) and (1,0,A), while rightists randomize equally among (0,B,1) and (0,1,B). Notice r < r(0+A)'2 + (1!r)(1+B)'2 (1 loses) iff r < (1+B)'(3+B!A) . (1+B)'(3+B!A) is Cox's threshold of diversity here. Also 1/2 < (1+B)'(3+B!A) iff 1 < A+B. When 1 < A+B and 1/2 < r(» ! ) < (1+B)'(3+B!A), then almost-surely leftists are a majority, but a rightist candidate wins (duplication helps righists). When 1 > A+B and 1/2 > r(» ! ) > (1+B)'(3+B!A) then almost-surely rightists are a majority, but the leftist candidate wins (duplication hurts rightists).
The M+1 law for multi-seat legislative elections under the single nontransferable vote (SNTV) system, was observed in Japanese elections by S Reed in Brit. J. Poli. Sci. 20 (1990) , formulated by G. Cox, Amer. Poli. Sci. Rev. 88 (1994) .
Suppose that there are K candidates, numbered 1,2,...,K, in an election with single nontransferable vote where the top M candidates win. Here M < K. Each voter has a type which is drawn independently from some finite set according to some fixed probability distribution r. Each type t has a strict utility ranking u i (t) of candidates i. A voter's payoff from the election is his sum of utility from each of the M winners. In n'th voting game, number of voters is a Poisson random variable with mean n. Consider a large equilibrium, a convergent sequence of equilibria as n64. The expected fraction who vote for each candidate i is converging to some limit τ i . Without loss of generality, we may number the candidates so that τ 1 $ τ 2 $ ... $ τ K .
Thm (weak M+1 law for SNTV). Consider a large eqm in SNTV with τ 1 $τ 2 $...$τ K . For each i#M, τ i must equal τ M . For each j$M+1, τ j must be either τ M+1 or 0.
Lemma. The magnitude of a close race between candidates M and M+1 is
Consider now some candidate j > M+1. If candidates 1,..,M all got strictly more votes than 1+x̃j, then candidate j would not be in a close race. Thus, when candidate j is in a close race, there at least one candidate i in {1,...,M} such that 1+x̃j $ x̃i.
The magnitude of this event is −((τ
So the magnitude of the event that j is in a close race is not more than −((τ M ) 0.5 −(τ j ) 0.5 ) 2 . But if τ j < τ M+1 then this magnitude is strictly less than the magnitude of a close race between candidates M and M+1. Thus we get Lemma. For any j in {M+2,...,K}, if τ j < τ M+1 then candidate j is not serious.
Consider now some candidate i < M. If candidates M+1,...,K all got strictly less votes than i !1, then candidate i would not be in a close race, because he would be a guaranteed winner even with one more vote. Thus, when candidate i is in a close race, there at least one candidate j in {M+1,...,K} such that 1+x̃j $ x̃i. The magnitude of this event is −(
. So the magnitude of the event that j is in a close race is not more than −((τ i ) 0.5 −(τ M+1 ) 0.5 ) 2 . But if τ i > τ M then this magnitude is strictly less than the magnitude of a close race between candidates M and M+1. Thus we get Lemma. For any i in {1,...,M!1}, if τ i > τ M then candidate i is not serious.
The M+1 law for single nontransferable vote (SNTV).
A pair of candidates are in a close race when a small number of votes could change the winner from one to the other. A rational voter knows that his vote matters only in the event of a close race, and so should vote in equilibrium to maximize expected utility in this event. A race between a pair of candidates is serious iff, conditional on a close race existing, there is a substantial positive probability of this race being close. A candidate is a serious iff she is in some serious race. A stronger candidate has greater probability of winning; weaker, less. A likely winner has probability of winning close to 1; likely loser, close to 0.
Consider an election with M winners under single-positive voting (SNTV). Voters should not waste votes on nonserious candidates. Becoming weaker than the strongest likely loser makes a candidate less serious, which weakens her further until she gets almost no votes. Among likely winners however, being perceived stronger tends to weaken. Such a tendency towards M+1 serious candidates, with relatively level scores for top M candidates was found by Steven Reed in Japan (Brit.J.P.S. 1991).
Other (unstable, non-Duvergerian) equilibria have ties for strongest likely loser.
(Gary Cox, American Political Science Review 88:608-621 (1994).)
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Short proof of the weak M+1 law for SNTV with a large Poisson electorate
Suppose that there are K candidates, numbered 1,2,...,K, in an election with single nontransferable vote where the top M candidates win. Here M < K. In case of a tie for M'th and M+1'th place, a random ordering of the candidates is generated, and the set of M winners is completed by selecting from the borderline-winning candidate in this order.
Each voter has a type which is drawn independently from some finite set according to some fixed probability distribution. Each type of voter has a strict utility ranking of the candidates, with u i (t) denoting the utility of candidate i winning for a voter of type t. A voter's payoff from the election is the sum of the winners for him.
In the voting game n, the number of voters is a Poisson random variable with mean n. If W denotes the actual number of voters: P(W=k) = e −n n k /k! A large equilibrium is a convergent sequence of equilibria of these games as n→∞.
By convergent, we mean that the expected fraction of the electorate who vote for each candidate i is converging to some limit τ i . [τ i = ∑ t r(t)σ(i⏐t).] Choosing a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that other probabilities are also convergent to well-defined limits as n→∞. Now consider a large equilibrium. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the candidates are numbered so that τ 1 ≥ τ 2 ≥ ... ≥ τ K . Let X i denote the number of votes for candidate i. Then X i is a Poisson random variable with mean nτ i , independent of other X j .
The {i,j} race is close when adding one vote for i or j could make one of them replace the other in the set of winners. If there is no close race, then adding one more vote in cannot matter to anybody. In equilibrium, each voter must vote cast the ballot that would maximize his conditional expected utility gain, relative to not voting, given that there is at least one close race.
A race between two candidates is serious iff its conditional probability of being close, given that there is some close race, is strictly positive in the limit as n→∞. A candidate is serious iff he is involved in at least one close race. A voter's conditional expected gain, given that there is a close race, from voting for his favorite serious candidate would be strictly positive in the limit. So each voter's ballot in equilibrium must give him a strictly positive conditional expected gain, given that there is a close race. Thus, in the large equilibrium, nobody votes for candidates who are not serious; that is, if h is not a serious candidate then τ h = 0.
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From any standard paper on Poisson voting games, we get: Fact. For any candidates i and j with τ i > τ j , the magnitude of the event "
Here is a sketch of the argument: If Y is a Poisson random variable with large mean m, and k=αm is an integer, then
. This is maximized when LN(β) = LN(τ 1 ) + LN(τ 2 ) and so β = (τ 1 τ 2 ) 0.5 . Thus, the magnitude of the event that X 1 and X 2 are equal (or close) is LN(P(X 1 =X 2 ⏐n)/n ≈ max β≥0 LN(P(X 1 =βn=X 2 ⏐n))/n ≈ 2(τ 1 τ 2 ) 0.5 − τ 1 − τ 2 . The magnitude of a reversal of X 1 and X 2 relative to expectations is the same as the magnitude of a tie.
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A close race between candidates M and M+1 can occur when their votes are within one of each other and all other candidates' votes are near their expected values. Thus, the magnitude of a close race involving M and M+1 is −(τ M 0.5 −τ M+1 0.5 ) 2 .
Consider now some candidate j > M+1. If candidates 1,..,M all got strictly more votes than 1+X j , then candidate j would not be in a close race. Thus, when candidate j is in a close race, there at least one candidate i in {1,...,M} such that 1+X j ≥ X i . The magnitude of this event is −(τ i 0.5 −τ j 0.5 ) 2 ≤ −(τ M 0.5 −τ j 0.5 ) 2 . So the magnitude of the event "j is in a close race" is not more than −(τ M 0.5 −τ j 0.5 ) 2 . But if τ j < τ M+1 then this magnitude is strictly less than the magnitude of a close race between candidates M and M+1. Thus, for any j in {M+2,...,K}, if τ j < τ M+1 then candidate j is not serious.
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Consider now some candidate i < M. If candidates M+1,...,K all got strictly less votes than X i −1, then candidate i would not be in a close race, because he would be winner by at least 1 vote. So when candidate i is in a close race, there at least one candidate j in {M+1,...,K} such that 1+X j ≥ X i . The magnitude of this event is −(τ i 0.5 −τ j 0.5 ) 2 ≤ −(τ i 0.5 −τ M+1 0.5 ) 2 . So the magnitude of the event that j is in a close race is not more than −(τ i 0.5 −τ M+1 0.5 ) 2 . But if τ i > τ M then this magnitude is strictly less than the magnitude of a close race between candidates M and M+1. Thus, for any i in {1,...,M−1}, if τ i > τ M then candidate i is not serious. We obviously cannot have τ i > τ M , because then i would not be serious and so τ i would be 0, contradicting τ i > τ M ≥ 0. Thus we get the main result: Theorem. For each i in {1,2,...,M}, τ i must be equal to τ M . For each j in {M+1,...,K}, τ j must be equal to either τ M+1 or 0.
